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At Poseidon, 
we bring together design and practicality for 
your bathroom needs. 
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Committed to quality and service – With over 30 years of experience in designing and manufacturing bathroom and 

kitchen products, we prioritize longevity and user satisfaction. Our products are built to last, using premium materials 

and finishes to ensure timeless appeal. We offer a variety of styles tailored to individual needs, allowing you to create a 

space that reflects your unique taste and requirements. 

Our reputation for superior quality and craftsmanship has led to our selection for prominent national and international 

building projects. We back every product with exceptional service and support, maintaining high levels of customer 

satisfaction throughout the entire process. 

ABOUT US
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Made By Heritage Craftsmanship

International Market Expansion

Australian Leading Bathroom Industry

Transforming Bathroom Elegance 

In 2004, ChaoAn Hua Peng Ceramics Co. was established in Chaozhou, China, 

a city renowned for its ancient pottery tradition for thousands of years. This 

historical backdrop laid the cornerstone for our brand, shaping our craftsman-

ship within the rich tapestry of ceramic heritage spanning centuries. The inau-

guration of our professional factory marked a pivotal moment, heralding a new 

era of excellence in this culturally significant and resource-abundant region.

KDK embarked on a journey beyond borders, landing in the state of New South 

Wales, Australia. Building upon years of expertise in the toilet industry, KDK's 

expansion was met with anticipation. From our inaugural warehouse in Sydney 

to subsequent facilities in Melbourne and the Gold Coast, KDK set out to re-

define bathroom standards across Australia. Our commitment to quality and 

diverse product offerings swiftly earned the trust of Australian households. 

The year 2020 witnessed the emergence of Poseidon as a beacon of innovation 

and quality in bathroom products. Fueled by a growing team and increasing 

demand for superior solutions, Poseidon curated a comprehensive portfolio 

of premium products. From toilets and bathtubs to vanities and kitchen sinks, 

Poseidon catered to evolving consumer lifestyles. With a focus on reliability 

and excellence, Poseidon solidified its position as a trusted industry leader 

through partnerships with over 300 offline retailers. 

In 2023, CETO was established as a symbol of innovation and luxury, showcas-

ing Poseidon's steadfast commitment. Leveraging extensive experience and 

an unyielding pursuit of perfection, Poseidon unveiled its premium product 

line, CETO. Infusing Nordic aesthetics with minimalist design, CETO reshaped 

the concept of luxury in Australian bathrooms. With a foundation built on qual-

ity assurance, CETO presented discerning consumers with a range of choices 

to enhance their bathroom environments, enriching Australia's array of bath-

room styles. 

2004

2010

2020

2023

HISTORY
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Poseidon offers a wide selection of sinks to suit every functional area in your home. Explore our range of contemporary 

designs to find the perfect kitchen sink that complements modern living.
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WARRANTY GUIDE

Poseidon Building Supplies PTY. LTD. T/A Poseidon Bathroom and Kitchen will supply supportive after sale services to our merchants and 

end users.

Any approved warranty claims will include first year labor. Warranty policies for art bathtub are set out as below:

It is the responsibility of you and installer before installation to ensure the goods are correct and free of obvious visible faults. The sink 

needs to be tested for water leaking before waste pipes.

Poseidon Bathroom and Kitchen will not accept claims against this warranty where the following conditions are found to exist:

Site Calls

Where Poseidon Bathroom and Kitchen has arranged a site-call, and a claim is rejected following inspection (often in the case of unli-

censed or incorrect installation), the consumer will be charged a call-out fee of $120+GST, plus $75.00 per hour payable to Poseidon 

Bathroom and Kitchen.

Water Damage

Some claims may include a claim for rectification of water damage to surrounding areas as a result of leaking from a product. Such claims 

will require a site-call by a Poseidon Bathroom and Kitchen representative who will evaluate the claim. A further inspection by an insur-

ance representative may also be required before a claim can be determined.

Warranty Limitations

To the extent permitted under the Australian Consumer Law, and other relevant legislation, it is the responsibility of you and installer 

before installation to ensure the goods are correct and free of obvious faults. Poseidon Bathroom and Kitchen's liability is limited in the 

following circumstances:

• Poseidon Bathroom and Kitchen are not responsible for any lack of operation or performance of goods (or any loss or damage) where 

the goods have been subject to misuse, negligence, accident or are used or adapted for a purpose for which they were not designed. 

• Poseidon Bathroom and Kitchen are not responsible for the labour and rectification costs incurred in the above circumstance.

Except as expressly stated, and to the extent permitted by law, this warranty does not include any right to be reimbursed or compensated 

for physical or financial injury, loss, damage, expense, time or inconvenience (whether direct or indirect) or special losses arising out of the 

occurrence of a defect in the parts or products or caused by use or installation of the products or damages caused by acts of nature.

All Warranty claims must be in writing to service@poseidonbk.com.au and may require photos if requested, along with proof of purchase.

• Plumbing installations have not been carried out by a licensed plumber, and/or are not in accordance with the Plumbing Code of 

Australia AS3500 and ABCB guidelines.

• The goods have been installed by a licensed Plumber but not installed properly.

• The goods have been installed correctly by a licensed Plumber, however subsequent repairs, modifications and/or adjustments to the 

goods after installation have not been carried out by a licensed plumber.

• Claims for scratches, dents and deformations caused by the impact object to product surfaces may be rejected where harsh cleaning 

or scouring products have been used.

• The warranty is requested outside of the central Sydney region.

Years Replacement on Stainless steel Kitchen Sink

Years Replacement on Ceramic & Quartz Sink

Year REplacement on Parts and labour

- Domestic Use:

15

10

1

7

5

1

Years Replacement on Stainless steel Kitchen Sink

Years Replacement on Ceramic & Quartz Sink

Year REplacement on Parts and labour

- Commercial/Public Use:
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HIGHLY
RESISTANT

Quartz sinkware is de-

signed to last, incredibly 

durable and is heat, 

scratch and stain resis-

tant - ensuring it looks 

good for many years.

HYGIENIC

Being smooth and 

nonporous, quartz has 

bacteria and odour 

resistant properties. It’s 

the ideal material for a 

kitchen sink.

QUIETER

Quartz sinks have 

natural soundproofing 

capabilities that make 

them much quieter than 

stainless steel and other 

materials. Every sound 

you made in the sink 

will all be significantly 

reduced.

MODERN
DESIGN

One of the biggest pros 

of quartz sinks is simply 

how stylish they are. 

These sinks can be a fo-

cal point of your kitchen 

with their clean, modern 

design.
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Luster Pro cleaning oil  available from your local dealer or online at Amazon.com, is a specially formulated oil-based cleaning solution. It is perfect for giving your 

quartz sink that extra shine and sparkle when needed. After thoroughly cleaning and drying, place a small amount in the bowl and wipe all over the surface of the 

sink with a cloth.

Clean Regularly Avoid harsh chemicals

Prevent scratches

Remove Stains

Protect from heat Maintain the sealant

Wipe down the sink with a soft cloth and mild deter-

gent after each use to prevent stains and buildup 

of food particles. Avoid using abrasive cleaners or 

scrubbers that can scratch the surface.

Avoid using bleach, ammonia, or acidic cleaners that 

can damage the surface of the sink. If necessary, use 

a cleaner specifically formulated for quartz surfaces.

Avoid using sharp objects on the sink’s surface, 

including knives and metal utensils. Always use a 

cutting board when chopping food.

Quartz sinks are resistant to heat, but it’s still rec-

ommended to use a trivet or hot pad under hot 

pans or dishes to avoid direct contact with the 

sink’s surface.

If your quartz sink has a sealant, periodically check 

to ensure it’s still in good condition. If it’s worn or 

damaged, reseal the sink to prevent water dam-

age.

For tough stains, use a non-abrasive cleaner and a 

soft-bristled brush to gently scrub the area. Rinse 

thoroughly with water and dry with a clean cloth.

Quartz Sink Care Instructions
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QKS6646-MB

660*460*250mm

$450

QKS3845-MB

381*457*220mm

$374

QKS4141-MB

410*410*210mm

$363

QKS4646-MB

466*466*210mm

$363

Quartz Sink Top/Undermount

Matte White/Black

QKS8145-MB

810*460*226mm

$583

QKS4343-MW

432*432*246mm

$385

QKS4343-MB

432*432*246mm

$385

QKS7346-MB

730*460*226mm

$510

QKS7346-MW

730*460*226mm

$510

QKS5445-MB

543*457*250mm

$407

QKS5445-MW

543*457*250mm

$407
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QKS8750SD-MB

860*500*216mm

$572

QKS1160D-MB

1160*500*225mm

$770

QKS11650DD-MB

1160*500*216mm

$770

QKS8650D-MB

860*500*216mm

$583

QKS7645D-MB

762*457*228mm

$539

QKS8145D-MW

813*457*241mm

$627

QLT4545

450*450*220mm

$407

QLT5952

590*525*232mm

$450

QKS8145D-MB

813*457*241mm

$583

Top Mount Laundry Tub
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The Farmhouse sink is made from German with natural quartz crystals and acrylic resins. It features a solid surface which are inter-

changeable to suit on any kitchen theme. The Farmhouse sink is designed to withstand heavy use and is available in Matte Black, Matte 

Grey and Pure White.
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QKS8348S-MG

838*482*262mm

$1,150

QKS8348S-MB

838*482*262mm

$1,250

QKS8348S-PW

838*482*262mm

$1,250

QKS8348D-MG

838*482*262mm

$1,250

QKS8348S-MB

838*482*262mm

$1,150

QKS8348S-PW

838*482*262mm

$1,150

Quartz Farmhouse Kitchen Sink Top/Undermount

Matte Grey/Black/White
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PKSS-390R

390*450*220mm

$230

PKSS-600R

600*450*220mm

$278

PKS-1160DR

1160*450*220mm

$583

PKS-660DR

660*450*220mm

$413

PKS-775DR

775*450*220mm

$424

PKSS-810DR

810*450*220mm

$424

PKSS-240R

240*400*220mm

$230

PKSS-450R

450*450*220mm

$242
PKSS-750R

750*450*220mm

$399

Stainless Kitchen Sink 304 Stainless Steel

Round Waste
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PKSS-450S

450*450*220mm

$242

PKSS-380S

380*450*235mm

$230

PKSS-600S

600*450*235mm

$314

PKSS-810S

810*450*235mm

$399

PKS-1000S

1000*450*235mm

$424

KSS400-GM

450*450*235mm

$429

Gun Metal

Gun Metal

KSS550-GM

600*450*235mm

$495

PKS-775DS

775*450*235mm

$424 PKS-775DS-GM

775*450*235mm

$605

PKS-750DS

750*450*235mm

$424

PKS-775TPS

775*450*235mm

$581

PKSS-810DS

810*450*235mm

$424

Stainless Kitchen Sink 304 Stainless Steel

Square Waste
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Laundry kits and waste are included
Soft closing doors

Laundry kits and waste are included, 
plumbing access available on side

PPLT390

385*500*890mm

$616

PP2061-LG

610*480*880mm

$641
2061-3

610*480*340mm

$275

Ceramic Laundry 

Sink

PVC cabinet with 

ceramic laundry sink 

(2061-3)

PPLT455-MB

454*555*890mm

$715

PPLT455

454*555*890mm

$616

PPLT600

597*495*890mm

$616

PPLT600-MB

597*495*890mm

$715

PVC Laundry Tub

PVC White PVC Black

PVC White Cabinet

Gloss White

SLT390

390*500*870~900mm

$375

SLT305

305*505*870~900mm

$375

SLT455

453*557*870~900mm

$375

SLT5039

500*390*870~900mm

375

SLT600

610*510*870~900mm

$375

SLT555

555*455*870~900mm

$375

DIL390

390*500*200mm

$218

LSK490

490*520*254mm

$363

DIL455

555*455*200mm

$218

DIL600

555*455*200mm

$218

SLT455-B

453*557*870~900mm

$495

SLT600-B

610*510*870~900m

$495

Stainless Laundry Tub

White

Drop in Laundry Sink

Hand Made Laundry sink

Matte Black
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SR-01

8*8mm/450*577mm

$77

CLS455

555*455*200mm

$220

SL-1

19*19mm/430*435mm

$66

SR-1

8*8mm/450*380mm

$77

CLS455

555*455*200mm

$220

SL-4

12*12mm/430*575mm

$275

CLS600

600*500*200mm

$220

SL-3

12*12mm/430*575mm

$143

CLS455

555*455*200mm

$220

Cleaner Sink

Grate

Sink

Wall Mount Legs

Sink

Wall Brackets

Grate

Sink

Free Standing Legs

Sink

PVC Kitchenette Cabinet with Stainless 

Sink

PVC Poly White

KM1248

1180*485*900mm

$1,089

PVC Kitchenette 304 Stainless Steel

Round Waste
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PKSR

453*380*8mm

$85

Sink Rack

Chopping Board Sink Basket

PKSB

$55

PKSCL

438*176*120mm

$133

FCSW-SS

Chrome

$30

FCSW-BG

Brushed Gold

$55

Basket Stainer 

Sink Colander

Basket Waste Basket Waste

QZBW

$55

PKST

435*250*30mm

$97

Sink Trey

PKSCB

426*280*25mm

$61

Parts
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FCSW-GM

Gun Metal

$55
FCSW-MB

Matte Black

$55

Basket Waste

Kitchen Sink Strainer 

Waste

90/114mm

Sink Waste
Sink basket Waste

Square basket Waste

PSW01

$48

PSW02

$24

PSW-S

$33

with pull out basket
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1C/246 Miller Rd, Villawood NSW 2163

02 9748 4735

sale@poseidonbk.com.au

www.poseidonbk.com.au

Address

Phone

Email

Website

Sydney       Poseidon Bathroom and KitchenPoseidon Bathroom and Kitchen


